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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Clean Title and we'll help you source
the parts from our junkyard. Call us at or Email us at info southernimportspecialist. Take
pleasure in the quick shifting from the transmission paired with this high output Gas 4-Cyl 1.
With an incredible amount of torque, this vehicle deserves a passionate owner! Just minutes
away! Your Chrysler Dealer since ! At The Autobarn Mazda of Evanston we always aim to be
open, honest and transparent. We have a large selection of new Mazdas and pre-owned vehicles
of every make and model, and always over in-stock and ready for delivery. Our experienced and
enthusiastic Product Specialists are ready to show you why The Autobarn Group is so popular.
Please feel free to call us at or visit our website at Pepper White Odometer is miles below
market average! S trim. However, we're more than just a dealership. We're also proud to be your
neighbors and partners during your car-buying adventure. No matter if you're looking for a new
Honda, flexible financing, or professional service for your vehicle, our friendly and experienced
team is here for you. Based on EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. On
Approved Credit. Comes equipped with: Air Conditioning. Audio Input. Best of all the price you
see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good
it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. The MINI offers compelling fuel-efficiency along with great value. It's not
often you find just the vehicle you are looking for AND with low mileage. This gently driven
vehicle has been well-kept and still has the showroom shine. This high-performance vehicle
provides a memorable experience each time you drive it. The engineers at MINI, without
question, designed a masterful automobile that provides all of the essential perks needed for
someone like you. Added comfort with contemporary style is the leather interior to heighten the
quality and craftsmanship for the MINI Cooper Hardtop. The paint on this car has no serious
defects, blemishes, scratches or scrapes. A unique vintage vehicle that exudes taste and
sophistication. From the more practical base model to the thrill-a-minute S, and with virtually
every conceivable option under the sun available, the Cooper can be ordered to suit any driver.
And though their price may seem high for what these cars are, try to find a MINI driver who
regrets the purchase. This model sets itself apart with seemingly infinite level of customization,
plenty of top-end options available. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to
state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or
disease. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes! This vehicle
is priced to sell. Automatic, Leather, Park Distance Control and more. Very nice and
well-serviced Mini. Florida car since new. Beautiful color combo. Non smoker, no accidents,
clean Carfax report. Trades are welcome Advertised prices are subject to tax, title, license,
registration, dealer documentary fee, and finance charges. Most vehicles are subject to
reconditioning fees and costs for dealer installed accessories. These fees and costs are not
included in the advertised price. Second key, floor mats, or owners manual may not be available
on all pre-owned vehicles. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this
data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Prices
subject to change. Vehicles are subject to prior sale. The 28,square-foot facility sits on 9.
Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based
on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the
included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the vehicle recall
status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Only 77, Miles! Available for
almost all of our vehicles at our advertised price! Haggle free Cash Pricing! Visit us
sensiblechoiceauto. FWD 1. Make the short drive from Nashville, Murfreesboro, or
Goodlettsville to visit our Franklin, TN dealership for a test drive today! Motivated by a 1. This
excellent Front Wheel Drive combination will have you leading the pack in no time while still
returning 34mpg on the open road! The sporty exterior features fog lamps and sunroof! This
Cooper Hardtop's interior is extremely comfortable and includes all of the features you expect!
It's absolutely gorgeous without over-doing it! Good luck finding another car on the road that
comes close to the Cooper's blending of style, fuel efficiency, and fun. Print this page and call
us Now Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Type Hatchback Convertible Engine Details Transmission Automatic
Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
New Listing. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Great Car - but here's what you need to know. No chatter anymore like it did on really
cold starts. The auto trans is a worry. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The second generation
was launched in and the third in A convertible version was introduced in , with the second
generation following in The new model built by BMW is technically unrelated to the former. The

first new generation Mini Hatch was introduced in late , being the first model launched under the
Mini marque after the original Mini was discontinued in the same year. In some European
markets, the Mini One was powered by a 1. There are numerous styling and badging differences
between the models, including the Cooper S having a distinctive scoop cut into the bonnet. The
Cooper S also has twin exhausts which exit under the centre of the rear valance. The non-S
Cooper has more chrome parts than the Mini One and has a single exhaust. The Mini One D has
no visible exhaust pipes at all. During this development phase, there was continual contention
between the two design groups, especially concerning the positioning of the car; Rover wanted
a straight economy car which would also replace the Rover Series , which had evolved from the
Metro in a restyle , whilst BMW supported a small, sporting car. Plans for an all-new supermini
to replace the Metro in the mid s were shelved when Rover was sold to BMW in January , with
the existing Metro model gaining a restyle and a new designation. However, the American chief
designer, Frank Stephenson, realised that the model did not have an exhaust pipe. The first
generation of the new Mini received a facelift in July for the upcoming model year. This was also
when the new convertible was introduced; it was never available with the pre-facelift design.
Aside from minor design changes mostly up front and improved equipment, the Rover R65
manual gearbox was replaced with a Getrag five-speed. The car complied with Japanese
Government dimension regulations and the introduction of the Mini coincided with several
vehicles in Japan that exhibited a retro look that Japanese car companies were offering. The
names Cooper and Cooper S are the names used for the sportier version of the classic Mini,
which in turn come from the involvement of John Cooper and the Cooper Car Company. A
race-prepared version, with rear-wheel drive, called the Mini Cooper S3, competed in the Belcar
championship from Hand-finished by Bertone in Italy, it was offered as a limited-production run
of cars during the model year , with of those originally intended for the UK market, although
ultimately, were sold. Mechanically, it has a less restrictive intercooler , recalibrated engine
management, high-volume injector nozzles , and a freer-flowing exhaust system. All models
used a transversely-mounted 4-cylinder engine driving the front wheels. All 4 wheels are
pushed to the corners of the body to improve handling. The styling of the car, like that of the
Volkswagen New Beetle , is a retro design that is deliberately reminiscent of the original Mini.
The retro styling retains other classic Mini touches such as contrasting roof colours, optional
bonnet stripes , optional rally lights, and black trim around the wheel arches and rocker panels
that mimic the wide wheel flares found on many classic Minis. All Minis had a drive by wire
electronic throttle, anti-lock brake electronic brakeforce distribution , and BMW Cornering Brake
Control. Key Production Associates from affected areas in the assembly process at Plant
Oxford were seconded to IDG for the duration of the build to ensure a smooth integration of the
new model back in Oxford. An economical version called the First was added in The second
generation was again offered in Japan at Japanese BMW locations 24 February , and it
continued to be in compliance with Japanese Government dimension regulations which
supported sales of both the hatchback and the convertible. The second generation Convertible
was unveiled at the Detroit Auto Show [25] and the Geneva Motor Show [26] as a model-year
vehicle first available for sale on 28 March [27]. The model has a device, marketed as the
"Openometer", which records the number of minutes the vehicle has operated with its roof
retracted. Though the Mk II has a familiar look, every panel on the new car was changed from
the previous model. New safety requirements resulted in the overall length increasing by 60
millimetres 2. The headlights themselves are now fixed to the front quarter panels rather than
being integrated with the bonnet, so that they are not raised up with it when the bonnet opens.
The car has a restyled grille and larger rear light clusters. In addition, the Cooper S no longer
has the battery located under the boot floor, instead being found in the more conventional
location under the bonnet. The C-pillars are no longer encased in glass and have been shaped
to improve aerodynamics and to reduce the tendency for dirt to accumulate on the back of the
car. Much criticised for the lack of rear legroom, Mini added more space for rear passengers by
creating sculpted cut-outs in the rear of the front seats. An engine start button replaces the
conventional ignition key and, with the optional 'Comfort Access', the car may be unlocked with
a button on the door handle when the key is brought close to the car. The Cooper and Cooper S
models offer a new rear axle and aluminium components to reduce the car's weight; and a
Sports kit option comprising harder springs, damper and anti-roll bars is offered with both
variants. Another key difference is the introduction of an upgraded electric power steering
system, the sharpness of which can be increased by pressing a "Sport" button in front of the
gear lever both auto and manual ; additionally, the "Sport" button adjusts the response of the
accelerator , and in conjunction with automatic transmission, also allows the engine to rev
almost to the redline before changing gear. Fuel economy of It achieves similar improvements
in fuel economy to the Cooper, returning Both engines may be mated to either a 6-speed manual

or automatic gearbox. All models of the Mk II with optional dynamic stability control DSC also
include "Hill Assist", which prevents the car from rolling backwards on an incline by holding the
brakes for 2 seconds after the driver releases the brake pedal, allowing the driver time to
engage the accelerator pedal without the vehicle drifting. DSC is standard on all Minis since
September The interior of the Mk II echoes the style of the earlier model, but is in fact a
complete redesign. The boot of the new car has an additional 10 litres 2. One example is the
higher front bonnet, which now complies with the European pedestrian collision regulations.
Breakdown statistics reported by the German Automobile Club ADAC in May placed the Mini at
the top of the small car class in respect of the low break-down rates achieved for cars aged
between 0 and 4 years, [29] [30] narrowly beating the Ford Fusion and Mitsubishi Colt. In July , a
new budget version called Mini First was added. Similar to the One, but lower output 1. The
model was marketed as a more environmentally friendly option with low grams 4. In spring , a
new diesel Mini Cooper SD was launched. With a new four-cylinder 2. From , chameleon paints
were offered in Asia [34] and Europe. The R56 Challenge has a six-speed manual transmission;
inch Borbet wheels with Dunlop control slick racing tyres; John Cooper Works aerodynamic kit
including front splitter , rear diffuser , and high-downforce, adjustable rear wing ; race-specific
AP Racing ABS braking system ; KW suspension rebound; height- and camber-adjustable
coilover suspension ; full roll cage ; Recaro bucket seat with six-point safety belt; HANS device
; Sparco racing steering wheel; air jack system; and a fully electronic fire extinguishing system.
The car has a 1. All JCW models are only available with a specific Getrag 6-speed manual
transmission , and come with distinctive "John Cooper Works" badging in place of the normal
"Cooper S" badging. The JCW vehicles are also factory-built, which further distinguishes them
from earlier Mk II Cooper S models with any of the available John Cooper Works accessories
engine and suspension upgrades, aerodynamics kit, etc. These figures are achieved by
reducing compression ratio to This is a limited-edition originally planned to be units, then
subsequently increased to , including units delivered in the UK and 50 in the US of the John
Cooper Works Hardtop. The production vehicle was inspired by John Cooper's son, Mike. The
car was unveiled at the Mini United Festival in Silverstone. The GP is a fast road and track
focused performance edition, and a celebration before the new Mini variant arrives. Styling
features include specific vinyl stickers on the bonnet, roof, and door panels, GP badging on the
boot lid. Interior includes a new gearknob, leather with red stitching, rear upper strut bar
non-structural and GP badging on the dash. All units were produced in the same specification,
with the only option from new being an all-weather tyre, rather than the semi-slick tyre
developed by Kumho. Left and right hand drives of this model exist. The old tradition of
producing special, limited-edition Minis was also continued with the new Mini. To celebrate the
50th anniversary of the Mini brand, two models were released in the Mini 50 Mayfair and the Mini
50 Camden. At the London Olympic Games , a set of quarter scale remote-controlled Minis
delivered throwing equipment, loaded into the car through the sun roof, to the athletes. In
commemoration of Mini being an official partner of Team GB, an Olympic-themed special limited
edition Mini Cooper was released, with a white roof featuring the London Olympic logo, and the
London skyline printed on the dash. The third generation Mini was unveiled by BMW in
November , with sales starting in the first half of The increase in size results in a larger interior
and a boot volume increase to litres. Six all-new engines are offered for this Mini, 4 petrol, and 2
diesels: two models of a 1. These engines are mated with a choice of either a 6-speed manual, a
6-speed automatic, or a 6-speed sports automatic gearbox. It is marketed as a 5-door version of
the new 3rd generation Hatch. In , the Life Cycle Impulse LCI brought twin turbos to the
3-cylinder diesel engines, albeit with no changes in output. The 6-speed Steptronic
torque-converter was also replaced by a 7-speed dual-clutch transmission in all models but the
Cooper SD and JCW, with the latter now fitted with an 8-speed Steptronic auto. These changes
allow for improved efficiency and better emissions test results in the WLTP cycle, as well as
marginally improved performance. The shape is slightly more rounded than the one it replaces,
in order both to improve the car's aerodynamic efficiency and to enhance pedestrian protection
in the event of accidents. It has a much longer overhang and higher bonnet. Criticisms of the
design of the F56 MINI Cooper have focused upon the extruded and complex design of the front
bumper in Cooper S and JCW variants, as well as the larger front overhang and oversized tail
lamps. Further criticism has also centred upon the overstyled nature of the exterior design. The
Mini is also the first in its segment to offer LED headlamps for its main and dipped beams as an
option. With its larger exterior dimensions, the all-new Mini provides more space for its four
occupants and luggage, with enhanced shoulder space and larger footwells. The dashboard
retains its instrument layout, but adds a new instrument binnacle on the steering column for the
speedometer, tachometer, and fuel gauge. The central instrument display now houses a
four-line TFT display with the option to upgrade to an 8. The stripped-out interior included a roll

cage and only a pair of racing seats back seats were absent with five-point racing harnesses.
Outside, both front and rear wheels were covered by prominent fenders especially in the rear. A
unique rear-wing and centerlock 19" wheels were other features of the track-focused hot hatch.
The actual production model was revealed in November , [57] [58] retaining some
characteristics from the concept like a very similar rear-wing and fenders this time smaller in
the rear. The wider track and wider wheels are what called for those wheel fenders. Other more
extreme racing features for a street car like the centerlock wheels and five-point harnesses were
removed, although the back seats were kept absent. The suspension is even stiffer and lower
than a standard JCW and the turbocharger was redesigned for more boost pressure. The
transmission is automatic only because there was no manual transmission available that could
withstand the power and torque from the engine. The 2. Between and , 2. The Mini brand
enjoyed paradoxically strong sales and customer loyalty in the US, while at the same time being
rated worst for problems found in the JD Power survey. In , Mini ranked last, 37 out of 37
brands, in the JD Power Initial Quality Survey, having landed second to last the previous year.
The survey gives the same weight to problems from something being broken, and problems due
to the car owner finding them difficult to use, unfamiliar, or confusing. The quirky controls
found in Minis, such as non-standard windshield wiper or interior lighting switches, were
counted both as "problems" that hurt Mini's ranking in the Initial Quality Survey, and also as
distinguishing "idiosyncrasies" that, over time, made owners grow to love the cars. This
contributed to brand loyalty and relatively strong sales, and expanding the number of US Mini
dealerships, in the midst of the recession and automotive industry crisis of â€” Consumer
Reports ranked Mini as the least reliable car brand in , saying that, "less-expensive European
brands are having more problems", perhaps due to cost-cutting at the expense of reliability.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the â€” Mini, see Mini. Three-door hatchback
manufactured by BMW. Motor vehicle. The biggest exterior difference with the facelift are the
new front lights, redesigned Mini badge and rear lights with the Great Britain flag. Retrieved 1
June Retrieved 25 June Sparkford: Haynes. Cambridge, Massachusetts: BentleyPublishers.
Auto Express : Archived from the original on 17 January Retrieved 29 January Car Test.
Retrieved 9 July He picked up an empty beer can, cut it in half, stripped off the paint, polished
the metal, and glued it to the back of the car. It took just a few minutes. Retrieved 20 August
MC2 Magazine. Barry Brazier. November Los Altos, California: Enthusiast Publications.
Retrieved 5 October Somerset: Haynes. Archived from the original on 10 August Retrieved 10
March Retrieved 10 April Retrieved 17 November JB car pages. Retrieved 21 March ADAC
Motorwelt : 26â€” May Archived from the original on 24 September Archived from the original
PDF on 27 February Retrieved 28 April Retrieved 27 July AOL Autoblog. Top Gear Philippines.
Retrieved 20 November Kelley Blue Book. Dennoch hat sich der neue Mini eine ordentliche
Portion jugendlichen Charme bewahrt Auto Motor und Sport. Deep Tread. BMW Group.
Retrieved 23 March Retrieved 23 March â€” via Twitter. Retrieved 13 January Auto Express.
Retrieved 7 December Autocar magazine. Car and Driver. New Mini. Das Goldene Lenkrad in
German. Bild am Sonntag und Auto Bild. Archived from the original PDF on 4 March Retrieved 8
December See also Concept cars Tritec engine Prince engine. Hidden categories: CS1
German-language sources de Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Use dmy dates from January Use British English from June All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from May Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. BMW Mini. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive.
United Kingdom: Plant Oxford , Cowley. CVT 5-speed manual 6-speed automatic and manual.
JCW GP3 [57] [58]. Cooper SE [64]. Three-door hatchback. Five-door hatchback. Mini Roadster.
Mini Countryman. Five-door crossover. Mini Paceman. Three-door crossover. Mini Clubman.
Mini Clubvan. Replete with British charm and German engineering, the Mini Cooper is a stylish,
affordable go-kart for adults. It's tremendously fun to drive, but its taut suspension can be
jarring on a daily basis. Its compact dimensions make parking and maneuvering through traffic
a snap, but transporting four people and their stuff can be an iffy proposition. The modernistic
interior is a design student's dream, but an ergonomic specialist's nightmare. The convertible is
a whole bunch of fun in the sun, but rear visibility is poor regardless of whether the top is up or
down. All of these "but" scenarios would seem to indicate a car filled with compromises.
However, like a good marriage, those compromises bring beautiful rewards. Since its North
American reintroduction for , the Mini brand has been in constant demand by a growing, loyal
customer base. It is simultaneously a cultural icon, a sales success and a car enthusiast's
plaything. Despite this success, parent company BMW didn't rest on its laurels, completely
redesigning the Cooper hatchback last year to address areas of weakness and reduce build
costs. The result is a car that rides more comfortably, has better performance and has a

friendlier driving position, all without losing the friendly and frisky nature that makes a Mini a
Mini. The Cooper convertible maintains its previous-generation architecture for , but its overall
goodness goes to show that BMW probably could've waited a few more years before it
conducted its redesign of the coupe. The changes made on the new-generation Mini coupe
they'll eventually show up in a redesigned convertible are best seen in the engine bay. A pair of
new engines are more refined, more powerful and substantially more fuel-efficient. The base
hatchback engine is a particularly impressive improvement and as such, most buyers should
now find the regular Cooper to be more than adequate for their daily driving needs. The
excellent turbocharged engine in the Cooper S is practically overkill. The convertible is a
different story, and with the drop top we'd stick with the supercharged Cooper S. Regardless of
the generational differences between body styles, we wholeheartedly recommend the Mini
Cooper. There are plenty of "but" compromises surrounding the Mini; however, there's one
attribute that's undeniable: It's a blast. No ifs, ands or especially buts about it. The Mini Cooper
is available in two body styles: a hatchback coupe and a convertible. The hatchback coupe was
completely redesigned last year, whereas the convertible carries over on the same platform
introduced for Both body styles are available in Cooper and Cooper S trim levels. The Cooper S
hatchback adds a more powerful engine, inch wheels with run-flat tires, firmer suspension
tuning and sport seats optional on the base Cooper. The Cooper and Cooper S convertibles
differ from the coupes mostly by offering a power-retractable soft top with a sunroof function
and rear parking sensors, but do not come standard with an auxiliary audio jack, while the
telescoping wheel and Sport settings are not available. Mini is one of the few brands that
encourages its customers to customize and special order their cars. Each body style is also
available with its own upgraded audio system: an eight-speaker Harman Kardon system in the
convertible and a speaker Hi-Fi system on the hatchback. The convertible can also be fitted with
a Sidewalk Package that bundles numerous optional items with special exterior and interior
styling elements. The Mini hatchback and convertible come with completely different
powertrains. The Cooper hatchback comes with a newly designed 1. The Cooper S hatchback
features a turbocharged version of the same engine that produces hp and lb-ft of torque. Both
come standard with a six-speed manual, and a six-speed automatic with manual shift control is
optional. In performance testing, the Cooper S sprinted from zero to 60 mph in 6. As for the
base coupe, Mini claims it'll do the drill in 8. The automatic drops fuel economy by mpg. The
Cooper convertible also comes with a pair of 1. The base engine makes hp and lb-ft of torque,
while the Cooper S has a supercharged 1. The base Cooper comes with a five-speed manual,
and a continuously variable transmission CVT is optional. The Cooper S convertible has a
six-speed manual or six-speed automatic. Acceleration from zero to 60 mph is accomplished in
around 7 seconds in the Cooper S convertible, while the base Cooper is about 2 seconds
slower. All Mini Coopers come with antilock disc brakes and side airbags. The S model also
includes traction control, while stability control is optional on all models. The hatchback also
comes standard with full-length side curtain airbags. The Mini Cooper convertible features fixed
roll bars perched just behind the rear seat. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
frontal-offset crash testing, the Cooper hatchback achieved the best rating of "Good. They may
look alike, but under the skin, the two Mini Cooper body styles are drastically different. The
hatchback's new engines are much more refined and efficient, and provide more useful power.
Despite its modest power numbers, the base Cooper hatchback's engine provides more than
enough gusto for most buyers. The turbocharged version found in the Cooper S, meanwhile, is
terrific, providing particularly strong acceleration when the special "overboost" mode is active.
In contrast, the base convertible's engine is unimpressive especially when attached to the CVT
and we'd suggest sticking with the supercharged Cooper S. Although steering and ride are
fairly different between body styles, all Mini Coopers are characterized by their phenomenally
fun driving experience. Responses to driver input are quick, and the Cooper sucks its driver
into the experience, delivering lots of feedback through the steering wheel, driver seat and
pedals. The hatchback's electric power steering makes turning at slow speeds less of an arm
workout, while its standard Sport feature tightens it up to match the convertible's constantly
stiff, go-kart feel. This sporty nature comes at the expense of a somewhat stiff ride quality,
particularly on models equipped with the sport-tuned suspension. But no matter what Cooper
you choose, prepare to have fun. Since they technically represent different Mini generations, the
hatchback and convertible Coopers feature much different interior designs -- although actual
interior space is about equal. While the redesigned hatchback features a much snazzier,
modernistic control setup, it's a prime example of something looking great on paper, but
working terribly in practice. The audio controls are bunched confusingly into the huge center
speedometer, and both manual and automatic climate controls are also poorly designed. The
convertible's, on the other hand, are much simpler and user-friendly, even if they don't look as

cool. Otherwise, the hatchback's seat comfort and driving position are far superior to the
convertible. Although numerous squeaks and rattles seem to be a Mini hallmark, materials and
build quality do seem better on the hatchback. Despite its small size, the Mini Cooper is actually
surprisingly spacious for a wide variety of driver sizes. Even those taller than 6 feet will find a
comfortable seating position. The hatchback's telescoping wheel is a big help. With those tall
folks up front, though, rear seat leg space is practically non-existent, even if headroom is
ample. Available styles include S 2dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used MINI Cooper. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Hatchback's awkward interior controls, scant
backseat legroom, squeaks and rattles galore, suspension may be too stiff for some,
convertible's limited rear visibility. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 75 reviews. Great
Car - but here's what you need to know. No chatter anymore like it did on really cold starts. The
auto trans is a worry. Read less. Too many problems, excessive oil consumption. I owned a Mini
Cooper S, until recently when I traded it in with 75, miles. I bought it new and it was a fun car to
drive. It had lots of leg room for my 6' 4" body, but in terms of maintainability it was the worst
car that I have ever owned. Furthermore, it had "run flat" tires To summarize my MINI
experience: after 50, miles it turned into a lemon. To the future owner So much fun - and oh so
not worth it in the end Look I'll make this brief and simple. If you are reading this and other
posts you should have an idea now that the Mini is a blast to drive. And you will pay and pay for
the constant repairs to enjoy that go-kart feel. The reliability on these cars is abysmal - period.
Something is always leaking, breaking or needs replacing. The little turbo simply just eats
things up and you will be in the "repair" tunnel of hell once things go south. And they will
sooner then later. I simply can't recommend these cars until BMW makes a significant
commitment to improving quality. Save yourself heartache and go get a new Mazda Miata. Fun
to Drive, lots of limitations. I bought this car used and I am perhaps the wrong demographic to
own such a car. If it wasn't so fun to drive, I would hate it- if that makes any sense at all! Noisy
on highway, base engine strains when pushed. Automatic trans is clunky on downshifts and
has trouble making decisions. This car had some type of solenoid problem before I bought it
and found that out later. Very finicky about fuel- Mini will almost spit out anything less than 93
octane. Carbon buildup problems exist and on such a tightly built engine, that becomes
worrisome. The Mini, for me, is like someone that you just date but wouldn't marry. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Cooper. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Lone Star Auto was very helpful and made the purchase of my new car
very easy. The car was exactly as described. I would definitely buy from them again. The entire
process, from arriving for a test drive to conducting the transaction, was painless and relatively
quick. The car wasn't great. Yelen was very quick to respond to my inquiry and the truck was
clean in and out. After going through several car dealers I finally bought the Navigator from
them. Yelen, Aziz, and Joe had provided me with honest, hassle free, and quick service! I would
definitely recommend them to my friends. This place was great and very clean. After visiting 2
other dealerships prior As soon as we got to del toro and we saw customer parking we knew we
were in the right place. Easy transaction, very helpful. Zac and Mark helped me find my perfect
car. Very fair and straightforward negotiations and sales process. The most balanced and
reasonable car buying experience I have ever had! Not good at all. It need a lot of work. They
had to jump start the car and the car run bad. It was loud while driving it. Not worth the money.
The dealership was great to work with! They did not waste our time were upfront from the
beginning. They got us in and out! This was by far the easiest and fastest vehicle I have ever
purchased! The response was timely. The only fault is the fault of most dealers. That being the
failure to give customers an "Out the door price". You would think in these times businesses
would be more open to people walking thru the door with a hand full of cash, but that doesn't

seem to be the case. Its always a song and dance. Excellent response and gave all information I
needed. Alex was very pleasant. I definitely would work with this company. They had the van
ready for me to test drive and there was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to
the dealer to see the car. All I did was waste my time. A small professional operation. The
owners and staff are very professional and helpful. They walk you through the process and
make sure you understand the ends and outs of purchasing a used high-end vehicle. They also
discuss with you the best warranty service for your type of vehicle. They also went out of their
way to ensure that the car i bought for my son was in great shape. Answered my inquiry right
away. I found a different brand vehicle. They were pleasant, helpful with info. I did not purchase
the pictures did not show the rust or the dents. Very professional and friendly. Excellent
service. Couldn't be happier. The car was a great deal and exactly as advertised. No unexpected
fees or hassles or anything. I would personally recommend trinity auto sales to anyone. This is
how buying a car should always be. Very friendly and kind staff got all the information that was
needed and it worked best they could to get to get a vehicle. The Mini Cooper, while
unmistakably a Mini, has rounder headlights, a flatter hood, and a larger grille than its
predecessor. The turn signals are now part of the headlight assembly, and the optional fog
lights have been enlarged. Even with those changes, the front end is cleaner and more modern
looking than the previous car. The new cars are slightly larger than the outgoing models, and
the updated Cooper looks more muscular than before. Inside, the quirky Mini interior remains
quirky, sporty, and cozy, though everything is a bit more proportional than in previous cars. The
large round speedometer sits in the center of the dash, while a tachometer is mounted on the
adjustable steering column. The audio controls have moved closer to the speedometer with
other controls clumsily jammed in beneath them. By condensing the controls into a part of the
center stack, Mini has been able to reduce its size and increase knee and legroom in the
footwells up front. The upholstery and interior trim were both upgraded last year, making even
the base cloth or leatherette upholstery feel premium and expensive. The optional leather
upholstery has contrasting piping and a rich color that gives the Mini a decidedly luxurious
appearance and feel inside. The seats themselves are large enough to handle most adults and
are comfortable for the long haul. All but the tallest adults can find a comfy spot in the back,
and large car seats fit in with no problem. With those rear seats folded down, the small
hatchback can haul a decent amount of cargo. Previous versions of the Mini Cooper were cars
of compromises. They were sporty and fun to drive, but that came at the expense of everyday
comfort, which was a turnoff for many buyers. The new car addresses that problem and takes
the car to a new level of fun with a far more comfortable ride than it had before. The 1. On the
highway, the engine holds its own, and drivers will find no problems with passing or reaching
desired speeds. The Cooper S, with its horsepower engine, is powerful enough to bring a smile
to the face of even the most demanding drivers. BMW updated the engine, making it
turbocharged instead of supercharged, as it was before. Selectable driving modes allow for a
sport mode that sharpens steering and accelerator response. The Cooper S is said to make the
run from 0 to 60 mph in 6. The car maintains its composure in the most demanding driving
situations and remains flat and planted through the corners. In everyday driving, the Cooper S
is tame and comfortable, and handles the bumps and knocks from poorly maintained roads as
well as can be expected from such a fun car. With the base 1. The Mini Cooper Convertible is
rated similarly on fuel economy. The Mini Cooper, though sporty and small, is a flexible and
useful little car. The large rear hatch and folding seats make loading and carrying large items
and cargo easy, and the low load-in floor eases heavy lifting requirements. The interior is a mix
of upscale and confoundingly cheap-feeling materials. On the one hand, the upholstery feels
rich and luxurious, even with the base cloth seats. On the other hand, the controls and buttons
are made of plastic that feels as if it could have come from a s budget car. Making that situation
slightly worse is the fact that those buttons are front and center in the cockpit for the driver to
see every time they get behind the wheel. Mini wins with its high level of customization options,
as there are somewhere around 50 standalone options that can be fitted to the cars, many of
which are available at no extra cost. That list includes everything from specialty paint colors to
a custom steering wheel to a whole host of decals and stripes. The Mini Cooper comes
reasonably well-equipped out of the box. Just a few options include two different Bluetooth
options, a navigation system, Sirius Satellite Radio, a Harman Kardon sound system, and more.
Standard safety equipment includes six airbags, electronic brake-force distribution, cornering
braking control, and anti-lock brakes. Safety options include dynamic stability control and
automatic stability control, both of which are standard for Cooper S models. The Mini Cooper is
a tiny bucket of fun, no matter how you slice it. That money buys a well-equipped car with
enough power to make things interesting. Competitors like the PT Cruiser are cheaper, but not
as refined and nowhere near as much fun. Moving to something like a Volkswagen Golf GTI

brings more power and a slightly larger car, but a much bigger price tag. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. The Cooper S has many of the same features, with
the addition of electronic stability controls. Why Use CarGurus? Designed to exhibit all the
handling characteristics of the highly revered Cooper, the Clubman is built on the same
platform with a three-inch longer wheelbase and six-inch longer rear overhang. The lengthened
body does little to diminish what can best be described as go-kart-like handling, but does
translate to more comfortable seating for rear passengers and a larger, more practical cargo
area. Standard and optional equipment mirror those of the Cooper and Cooper S hatchbacks, so
with a slightly higher base price, one gets all the fun of a regular Cooper in a more user-friendly
package. From the more practical base model to the thrill-a-minute S, and with virtually every
conceivable option under the sun available, the MINI Clubman can be ordered to suit virtually
any driver. And though their price may seem high for what these cars are, try to find a MINI
driver who regrets the purchase. Model overview: The MINI Clubman was a highly anticipated
model, as it added more versatility to the popular line. The length of the Clubman is more than
nine inches longer than the MINI Cooper, which means the interior seating and cargo spaces are
much more useable. Visually, the coupe's rear hatch has been replaced by what can be
endearingly referred to as "barn doors. Also, on the passenger side of the car is the "Clubdoor,"
a small rear hinged door which greatly benefits passenger ingress and egress. The same,
much-lauded mechanical bits from the Cooper underpin the Clubman, though, meaning the ride
is nearly as exciting and lively. A manual six-speed is standard in both models, with a six-speed
automatic with Steptronic paddles is optional. In addition to the more potent engine, the S also
has larger alloys, performance tires, exterior enhancements, fog lamps, and twin exhaust. MINI
offers thousands of color combinations coordinating exterior, body color or contrasting roof,
and colorline interior trim. Unique to the Clubman is the contrasting rear trim. Even when
ordering a body color roof, this trim, which surrounds the tail lights and covers the D-pillar and
rear bumper, is available only in silver or black. Also unique to the Clubman is the Hot
Chocolate exterior paint and interior leather seat trim. Complementing a long list of standards
are noteworthy, high-tech options such as Keyless Go entry, universal mobile phone prep, and
Sirius satellite and HD radio. Rounding out the optional equipment are all manner of goodies,
including heated seats, a navigation system, xenon headlights, a stiffer suspension, park
distance control, and a plethora of alloy wheels. And if that isn't enough, MINI has a prolific
aftermarket and dealer-supported accessories industry. All MINIs come standard with six air
bags, anti-lock disc brakes, cornering brake control, electronic brakeforce distribution, and
daytime running lamps. Commensurate with the increase in length and interior volume is an
increase in price over the Cooper hatchback. Close this There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. The
lengthened body does little to diminish what can best be described as go-kart-like handling, but
does translate to more Read more. Close this. Few cars come as close to conveying the pure
joy of driving like a MINI. The MINI Clubman was a highly anticipated model, as it added more
versatility to the popular line. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior
Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior Accessories. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped

millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
This second-generation version continues to generate smiles on the faces of passersby. That's
an impressive feat given the first-generation models have been with us since and the current
version looks very similar. The Mini Cooper brings smiles to the faces of its drivers because it's
a lot of fun to drive. Inside, it's large enough to accommodate all sizes of drivers and front
passengers in comfort. The rear seats are actually functional, if not capacious, allowing four
adults. With the hatchback and folding rear seats, the car can haul reasonable amounts of gear.
The engine, styling, and the interior were redesigned for , and there have been no further
changes for BMW offers a large range of styling options, with choices not only in upholstery
style, material and color, but also in trim panels, accent panels, and ambient lighting. Check too
many options and the Mini's price can rise quickly from economy-entry to near-luxury levels.
But all Minis are well equipped for what you pay. The Mini Cooper's heritage dates back to the
late s, when it was conceived by the British Motor Corporation in response to the Suez crisis to
provide efficient, bare-bones transportation. It was roomy and comfortable. It was cheap to
build, cheap to buy, and cheap to run. But the Mini's fundamental cuteness lent it a sort of chic.
Soon it was adopted by celebrities such as Peter Sellers, who drove one on screen as well as
off. Like the U. Jeep, the Mini survived multiple corporate mergers and disasters; and by the
time production finally ended in the s, its pioneering transverse engine mounted sideways,
rather than longways, to save space had been imitated by most automakers. The Mini was
sporty and fun to drive. Of some 6 million original Minis, the best-known were the
high-performance variants tuned by race-car builder John Cooper. Multiple rally and touring-car
championships, including overall wins at the Monte Carlo Rally in and '67, assured the Mini
Cooper 's reputation as a small but formidable force in motorsports. BMW now owns the Mini,
and revived the marque with an all-new car for the model year. It was redesigned for Full Review
The Mini Cooper is fresh from a complete redesign that was launched for the model year. To
meet European environmental and fuel-economy requirements, BMW designed a completely
new engine in cooperation with Peugeot. It produces approximately the same horsepower as
before: in the Mini Cooper and in the Mini Cooper S. But now a turbocharger in the Cooper S, in
place of the old supercharger, delivers pound-feet of torque from to rpm, significantly improving
the sportier model's performance. All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we
keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for
you and for everyone. And free is good,
1994 honda accord instrument cluster
2005 chevy colorado engine diagram
2011 f150 4x4
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The Mini Cooper is fresh from a complete
redesign that was launched for the model year. Hide Full Review. Engine 1. Smart Buy Program
is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In.
Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the

icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to
run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have
running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off
your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to
perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser.

